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Alton J

on
12/09/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got this for my Wife and she loved it 











Scott K

on
04/01/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The trigger pull isn’t great but it got better the more I shot it. It smoothed out a lot after about 300 rounds. It is still long and a bit heavy but it is manageable. The reset is long and takes some getting used to but once I got used to it I have come to really like it. I have had no malfunctions with it and I now have close to 800 rounds through it. I have made it a point to practice a lot with this gun since I carry it off-duty and as a backup. It is small which makes it harder to shoot well but it conceals very easily. 











William G

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a super little pistol. I bought it five years ago and have shot it at the range dozens of times and can see no wear and tear on it at all. It still looks brand new and the laser still works!! It is accurate and the fit and finish are up to Smith & Wesson's high standards. I have never had a jam or misfire and it's quick and easy to break down and clean. Buds did it's usual professional job getting the gun here quickly and efficiently. 











Ian F

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this weapon nearly 8 years ago and have been carrying it ever since. I've literally put thousands of rounds through it at the range (indoor and outdoor). It is a reliable concealed carry pistol that is super easy to carry, especially on hot days while wearing shorts and a t-shirt. I also have a S&W Shield that I purchased not long after the Bodyguard. I carry that often, but not as often as this little pistol. 











Walter K

on
06/14/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great shooting and functioning gun. Have really enjoyed the gun. 











Burton S

on
04/20/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A smooth little gun. Ideal for carry or home defense. This kiddo came with the crimson trace installed and is a nice feature for home defense. Action is crisp if not a little stiff. It seems to have thawed a little after a few hundred rounds. Nice piece... 











Amir H

on
09/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An excellent choice, easy to conceal. Not a single problem. Thanks buds 











Sean B

on
01/29/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've been trying to find a good concealed carry pistol for some time, and I finally hit the jackpot. I'm relatively small framed, so it's very difficult for me to carry something without discomfort or printing, and this little guy is perfect. Pretty snappy to fire as it has a narrow profile, but very accurate at practical distances. Had about 4 FTFs in the first 50 rounds, but after that it's been PERFECT, just needed a little break in. Newer versions seem to have a different laser, but mine has the Insight one pictured, and it's also flawless. Some people may not like it, but I'm a fan of the manual safety - it's super low profile on this pistol, so if you don't want to use it you can simply leave it off and you'll probably never notice it's even there. I've put about 300 rounds through this thing since I got it, and after the initial 50 round break in it has been completely flawless. If you're looking for a nice pocket pistol, or really small CCW piece, you should really take a loot at one of these. 











Paul R

on
12/12/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Solid gun and is now my everyday carry pistol. I use to carry a 9mm, but the bodyguard's smaller size makes it perfect (for me). My 9mm was just too big and I thought I was printing the gun all the time. This is not the case with my bodyguard. With it in its holster, it fits nicely in my pocket. 











Kemal D

on
09/14/2015




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










waste of money went to the shooting range it wouldn't fire 











Irv G

on
07/05/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










great carry laser dead on out of box. 











Sammy K

on
08/20/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun . I think its worth buying. Very comfortable conceal and Cary pistol you hardly feel it in your holster or pocket. Recoil is not bad , and I love the trigger pull some people say " ohh 8 lb trigger pull is too heavy " I find it perfect , I feel very safe that this gun will not go off by accident . And when you are ready to fire the gun, the trigger is super smooth. Also very nice sights . Super accurate If you are looking for a compact pistol I really urge you to check out the body guard 380 forget all those bulky 9 mm or 40, or 45's . They are heavy hard to conceal and 380 is almost a 9mm . Do not dismiss the stomping power of 380. Its a powerful cartridge One thing I do not like about my bodyguard :( My Laser broke after 2 months , however I never use it anyway I think the laser makes this gun look cooler , that's all. In retrospect, if I was to buy a S&W now , I would just get one without the laser. Those built in lasers are pain in the butt , always. Good luck to all. 











Bill A

on
08/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I looked at this handgun at a local gun shop they had one for $349 with one magazine. went back a few days later and they were sold out, found one at buds but I had never bought a gun on line before. it was quick and easy had my pistol in a few days it cost $5 more but it came with 2 magazines! thank buds you have a new customer ! 











Richard H

on
06/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very easy layaway and nice gun. Will do business again soon. Thank you ! 











Luis N

on
05/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Gun was received as the description stated, was very well packaged and was received in a timely manner. The chosen FFL was very professional, and fast in processing the paperwork. Will I purchase from Buds Gun shop again. 











Phil W

on
03/22/2014




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










First, Buds was awesome without question the best online firearms dealer. The pistol out of the box, laser is not working properly. The target is spread instead of being a fine point. Second the pistol will chamber round but will not extract if I manually rack the slide. Only was to clear the round was to fire the round out. Called S&W and they set up a label so I can ship. Estimated 4-5 days to receive a shipping label via email! What??? Why I'm this day of e-commerce is there a process to get a shipping label emailed to me that takes that long. Estimated fix time is 3 weeks. So I now have a paper weight, not impressed with S&W quality or service. 











Mark S

on
03/10/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The one I received is not very accurate. At 6 yards, my best 6 shot group was 6". In the same session I consistently shot 2"-3" groupings with my Sig Sauer P238. (For the record, I do not consider myself to be a great marksman.) Also, the extremely long trigger pull of the Bodyguard may be contributing my trouble with consistency, but to be fair, I do like the long trigger pull as a safety feature to help reduce the chances of an ND. So overall, in spite of the accuracy issues, I like the pistol and I think it is well suited for concealed carry and use in close range defensive situations. 











Robert E

on
03/06/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice gun, long but smooth trigger. Bought for my wife for an upcoming CHL class. Shipped with two magazines and a nice little case 











Daniel N

on
01/18/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little gun that is very concealable and reliable. My wife loves it as a self protection weapon. Our only complaint is the hard and long trigger pull. Some practice will get you accustomed this feature. This was the fourth pistol I purchased in 2013 and one of favorites. The SW Bodyguard 380 was hard to find early in the year so I was glad to get it. This was my first experience with Buds Gun shop and I have been a retuning customer since then. 











Ross M

on
01/18/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got this gun for my wife. A great gun for conceal and carry, and a fun one to shoot. Buds was awesome with their service to me. I will certainly purchase from here again. The gun was in great condition when I picked it up. I've never been disappointed with Smith and Wesson guns. 











Renwick T

on
01/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Gun is very nice, glad to finally get it took forever. Just what I needed light weight ieasy to conceal. 











Richard A

on
01/10/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got my bodyguard 380. I ordered on 1/01/2014 and received it on 01/10/2014. I pd. with e-check and as soon as it cleared, It was shipped to my FFL. Haven't had a chance to shoot it yet but I am sure it will do just fine. Looking forward to purchasing another pistol from them in the near future. 











Brian B

on
12/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fast shipping. The only thing that was a little slow was for me to get my tracking info. When I got my tracking info the gun was already out for delivery that day. No complaints about that! As far as the Bodyguard I got it for my wife. She got to shoot it today and liked it a lot. She has very small hands and has a hard time with my 9mm. She was very comfortable with this gun after a 50 rounds. I shot it one time and it seems like a good little gun. The only thing I didn't like was the trigger pull. It seemed WAY to long of a pull for me. She liked it, but I did not. But as long as she is comfortable with it I'm happy! Excellent Buds Guns!! 











Richard H

on
12/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the gun, lazer sight is great. Shoots great, lightweight and compact. Received gun in 11 days even with the holidays. 











Terry M

on
10/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first order with Bud's and the whole transaction was quick and I had no problems. I am very pleased with my S&W Bodyguard 380 purchase. I find that it handles better than my Ruger LCP. Its trigger is lighter than the LCP's which helps my shooting accuracy. Call me strange, but I also like the idea of having a mechanical safety on the S&W vs the Ruger. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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